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After a while we opened our meeting,

and those few individuals sat shivering

while we addressed them. The remain-

ing portion of the citizens were busily en-

gaged with the care of their cattle, and

in other occupations, and with them the

Conference was only a secondary consid-

eration.

The few who attended our first meet-

ing went and persuaded a few of their

neighbors to come, and after holding a

few meetings we succeeded in getting

this very small house pretty well filled;

whereas, if the people had come out as

they ought, the place would not have

held a quarter of them. Ogden City is

the place I have alluded to.

We found that instead of the people's

assembling at the proper time they came

about an hour after, and instead of keep-

ing sacred the Lord's day they worked at

almost every kind of labor.

I have also observed in other places

that the Lord's day is scarcely regarded

at all. Perhaps the people would at-

tend meeting at times, but often after

it is over, "hurrah for the horses, mules,

and carriages," and directly six or eight

young men and women are in each car-

riage riding out for pleasure. This does

look as though they did not rightly value

the Lord's day, it looks as though they

did not care whether they went strolling

over fields and prairies, or how they

spent their time.

I mention those things in order to

show the recklessness and carelessness

manifested by some of the young people

who are growing up in these valleys of

the mountains.

I will mention another practice that

in my opinion is often carried to excess,

though of no harm in itself; it is a pleas-

ant exercise, but may be so indulged in

as to bring condemnation. I have refer-

ence to dancing and dancing schools; I

do think that these things, and occasion-

ally our parties, are carried to excess.

I will include myself in these matters,

and consider that my remarks also ap-

ply to myself. Some may ask why I deem

these matters carried to excess; because

often the minds of the young are not only

thus unduly placed upon the follies and

vanities of this life, but these things have

a tendency to draw their minds away

from the things of a hundred times more

importance.

Suppose that a person should go to

a dancing school for two or three years,

and become the most expert dancer in

the world, become so proficient that the

toes and feet would at every step be

placed in the proper position, the hands

be held gracefully, and every motion,

gesture, and figure be properly made,

in short, become as perfect as anyone

that ever exhibited on "the fantastic toe,"

what of all that? How much is the mind

improved by the operation?

"But" says one, "does it not have a

tendency to make one nimble and grace-

ful in appearance?" Yes, and so equally

do other exercises that would be more

useful, for they tend to make persons

hardy and athletic.

Think of the time consumed in learn-

ing how to take every step properly,

when it might be used to a hundred

times more profit, for after all, "It is the

mind that makes the man!"

These bodies are secondary when

compared to the mind, for the body is

only the shell, or the outward case. If our

minds are neglected, I do not care how

graceful the body may be, the usefulness

is not there.

What particular advantage would it

be to this generation, if you should

spend twenty years in learning all

the technicalities of gracefulness? It

might be of some use, but of very lit-

tle in comparison to a well informed

and instructed mind. I do think that

our minds are too much taken up by

these things, but I would not have


